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The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial ...
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New England: Author: Carol F. Karlsen: Publisher: W. W. Norton & Company, 1998: ISBN: 0393347192, 9780393347197: Length: 384 pages: Subjects
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial ...
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New England: Author: Carol F. Karlsen: Edition: reprint: Publisher: Vintage Books, 1989: Original from: the University of Michigan: Digitized: 19 Jul 2011: ISBN: 0679721843, 9780679721840: Length: 360 pages : Export Citation: BiBTeX EndNote RefMan
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial ...
Publishers of general interest books, undergraduate textbooks and professional materials. Based in London, the British branch of the company handles sales, marketing and publicity in the United Kingdom, Europe, Africa, India and the Middle East.
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman - Description ¦ W. W ...
Historians agree that most early modern witches were women. A question rarely asked, though, is how any men came to be accused at all, given the strong association of women and witchcraft in popular ...
The Devil in the Shape of a Man: Witchcraft, Conflict and ...
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman. The Devil in the Shape of a Woman by Carol Karlsen (1987) astutely focuses attention upon the female as witch in colonial New England, thus allowing a discussion of broader themes regarding the role and position of women in Puritan society.
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman - PHDessay.com
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman. Confessing to "Familiarity with the Devils," Mary Johnson, a servant, was executed by Connecticut officials in 1648. A wealthy Boston widow, Ann Hibbens, was hanged in 1656 for casting spells on her neighbors. In 1662, Ann Cole was "taken with very strange Fits" and fueled an outbreak of witchcraft accusations in Hartford a generation before the notorious events in Salem took place.
[PDF] The devil in the shape of a woman ¦ Semantic Scholar
1. The devil in the shape of a woman: witchcraft in colonial New England HISTORY OFFERS FEW subjects as endlessly fascinating or as intellectually frustrating as witchcraft. The possessed girls played a dual role in this social order. role to which they had been predestined at birth by simultaneously 2.
The Devil in the Shape of a woman chapter 1 summary
The book, The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New England,
history.

is a must read considering the huge amount of recent work on early witch lore that is being published. This book takes a critical look at the history in New England between 1620 and 1725 during the Puritan period. It is a feminist perspective and the insight into early New England society during a very troubling period in American

Book Review Of The Devil In The Shape Of A Woman ...
Buy Devil in the Shape of a Woman Vintage Books ed. by Karlsen, Carol F. (ISBN: 9780679721840) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.
Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Amazon.co.uk: Karlsen ...
The Devil in the Shape of a Women is an exploration of witchcraft in colonial New England, including the Salem Witch Trials and other witchcraft outbreaks in the 17th century. Carol F. Karlsen's approach is not to recount the histories as such as it is to look beyond the usual recounts and discover the societal attitudes and impulses behind these accusations ̶ and why women were predominately the target of these
accusations.
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial ...
The Devil in the Shape of A Woman by Carol F. Karlsen studies witchcraft in colonial New England. The thesis of the book is to examine the different factors contributing to the witchcraft hysteria for early settlers and why most witches were women.
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial ...
A devil is the personification of evil as it is conceived in many and various cultures and religious traditions. It is seen as the objectification of a hostile and destructive force. It is difficult to specify a particular definition of any complexity that will cover all of the traditions, beyond that it is a manifestation of evil.
Devil - Wikipedia
The devil in the shape of a woman witchcraft in colonial New England 1st Vintage Books ed. This edition published in 1989 by Vintage Books in New York.
The devil in the shape of a woman (1989 edition) ¦ Open ...
The Devil in the Shape of a Woman by Carol Karlsen Carol Karlsen was born in 1940. She is currently a professor in the history department a the University of Michigan. A graduate of Yale University (Ph.D, 1980), she has taught history and women
The Devil in the Shape of a woman Essay - 734 Words ¦ Bartleby
Among the numerous publications on early modern witchcraft accusations, Carol F Karlsen

s study courses at Union College and Bard College.

s interpretations in The Devil in the Shape of a Woman must not be ignored. Karlsen professor of history at the University of Michigan, based her research on a more feminist approach by answering the question:

Why were women more vulnerable to accusations of witchcraft?(xiii)

.

Devil in the shape of a woman - UKEssays.com
The Devil, also referred to as Satan, is best known as the personification of evil and the nemesis of good people everywhere. His image and story have evolved over the years, and the Devil has ...

"A pioneer work in . . . the sexual structuring of society. This is not just another book about witchcraft."--Edmund S. Morgan, Yale University Confessing to "Familiarity with the Devils," Mary Johnson, a servant, was executed by Connecticut officials in 1648. A wealthy Boston widow, Ann Hibbens, was hanged in 1656 for casting spells on her neighbors. In 1662, Ann Cole was "taken with very strange Fits" and fueled an
outbreak of witchcraft accusations in Hartford a generation before the notorious events in Salem took place. More than three hundred years later the question still haunts us: Why were these and other women likely witches? Why were they vulnerable to accusations of witchcraft? In this work Carol Karlsen reveals the social construction of witchcraft in seventeenth-century New England and illuminates the larger contours
of gender relations in that society.
"A pioneer work in…the sexual structuring of society. This is not just another book about witchcraft." ̶Edmund S. Morgan, Yale University Confessing to "familiarity with the devils," Mary Johnson, a servant, was executed by Connecticut officials in 1648. A wealthy Boston widow, Ann Hibbens was hanged in 1656 for casting spells on her neighbors. The case of Ann Cole, who was "taken with very strange Fits," fueled an
outbreak of witchcraft accusations in Hartford a generation before the notorious events at Salem. More than three hundred years later, the question "Why?" still haunts us. Why were these and other women likely witches̶vulnerable to accusations of witchcraft and possession? Carol F. Karlsen reveals the social construction of witchcraft in seventeenth-century New England and illuminates the larger contours of gender
relations in that society.
Confessing to "Familiarity with the Devils" Mary Johnson, a servant, was executed by Connecticut officials in 1648. A wealthy Boston widow, Ann Hibbens, was hanged in 1656 for casting spells on her neighbors. In 1662, Ann Cole was "taken with very strange Fits," and fueled an outbreak of witchcraft accusations in Hartford a generation before the notorious events in Salem took place. The witch-hunting hysteria that
seized New England in the late seventeenth century still haunts us today. Why were these and other women likely witches? Why were certain people vulnerable to accusations of witchcraft and possession? The author draws a detailed portrait of the women who were persecuted as witches and in the process examines a society in transition, where fears and witch hunts were manifestations of much deeper sexual, religious,
and economic tensions.

Award-winning historian Mary Beth Norton reexamines the Salem witch trials in this startlingly original, meticulously researched, and utterly riveting study. In 1692 the people of Massachusetts were living in fear, and not solely of satanic afflictions. Horrifyingly violent Indian attacks had all but emptied the northern frontier of settlers, and many traumatized refugees̶including the main accusers of witches̶had fled to
communities like Salem. Meanwhile the colony s leaders, defensive about their own failure to protect the frontier, pondered how God s people could be suffering at the hands of savages. Struck by the similarities between what the refugees had witnessed and what the witchcraft victims described, many were quick to see a vast conspiracy of the Devil (in league with the French and the Indians) threatening New
England on all sides. By providing this essential context to the famous events, and by casting her net well beyond the borders of Salem itself, Norton sheds new light on one of the most perplexing and fascinating periods in our history.
This book represents the first systematic study of the role of the Devil in English witchcraft pamphlets for the entire period of state-sanctioned witchcraft prosecutions (1563-1735). It provides a rereading of English witchcraft, one which moves away from an older historiography which underplays the role of the Devil in English witchcraft and instead highlights the crucial role that the Devil, often in the form of a familiar
spirit, took in English witchcraft belief. One of the key ways in which this book explores the role of the Devil is through emotions. Stories of witches were made up of a complex web of emotionally implicated accusers, victims, witnesses, and supposed perpetrators. They reveal a range of emotional experiences that do not just stem from malefic witchcraft but also, and primarily, from a witch s links with the Devil. This
book, then, has two main objectives. First, to suggest that English witchcraft pamphlets challenge our understanding of English witchcraft as a predominantly non-diabolical crime, and second, to highlight how witchcraft narratives emphasized emotions as the primary motivation for witchcraft acts and accusations.
The story of the Salem Witch Trials told through the lives of six women Six Women of Salem is the first work to use the lives of a select number of representative women as a microcosm to illuminate the larger crisis of the Salem witch trials. By the end of the trials, beyond the twenty who were executed and the five who perished in prison, 207 individuals had been accused, 74 had been "afflicted," 32 had officially accused
their fellow neighbors, and 255 ordinary people had been inexorably drawn into that ruinous and murderous vortex, and this doesn't include the religious, judicial, and governmental leaders. All this adds up to what the Rev. Cotton Mather called "a desolation of names." The individuals involved are too often reduced to stock characters and stereotypes when accuracy is sacrificed to indignation. And although the flood of
names and detail in the history of an extraordinary event like the Salem witch trials can swamp the individual lives involved, individuals still deserve to be remembered and, in remembering specific lives, modern readers can benefit from such historical intimacy. By examining the lives of six specific women, Marilynne Roach shows readers what it was like to be present throughout this horrific time and how it was
impossible to live through it unchanged.
A detailed look at the folk magic used by settlers in early New England.
This bold and imaginative book marks out a different route towards understanding the body, and its relationship to culture and subjectivity. Amongst other subjects, Lyndal Roper deals with the nature of masculinity and feminity.
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